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Design Bibliography—English language sources

1) Imperial era


[https://archive.org/details/DesignsChineseb00Cham]


Quette, Béatrice. *Cloisonné: Chinese Enamels from the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties*. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2011.


Yang, Chi-ming. “Gardening, Eurocentrism, and Sinocentrism.” Eighteen-Century Life 34, no. 3 (Fall 2010): 76-80.


2) Republican era 1911-1949


3) Maoist China 1949-1976


4) Post-socialist China 1976-today


5) Design in Hong Kong


6) Texts covering more than one period or period unclear


Han, Shangyi, and Jessica Ka Yee Chan, Judith T. Zeitlin, Anne Rebull. “The Design and Style of Opera Films.” The Opera Quarterly 23, no. 2-3 (Spring-Summer 2010): 446-54.


**Design Bibliography-Chinese language sources**

1) Imperial era


2) Republican era 1911-1949


3) Texts covering more than one period or period not clear


